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Abstract 

Ethernet can transfer massive data stream flows as well as real-time flows supported by 

Time-Sensitive Network (TSN). The MAC layer security, MACsec, is defined at IEEE Std 

802.1AE and IEEE Std 802.1X. However, a security association established by MACsec 

protects the communication among devices within single LAN at bridged networks. Therefore, 

a packet traversing several LANs must be decrypted and re-encrypted at each bridge. We 

propose a new virtual secure link over the Software-Defined Bridged Networks (SDBN). In 

SDBN, end-devices interact with the central MACsec module, running over the Software-

Defined Network (SDN) controller, using the standard MACsec procedure. The central 

MACsec module recognizes a group of devices at the bridged networks regardless of their 

attached LANs. These devices are treated as they are attached to the same virtual link. The 

proposed scheme supports end-to-end unicast/multicast secure communication without any 

modification of the current MACsec standards as well as eliminating the security operation 

required at bridges in bridged networks. 
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1. Introduction 

Ethernet attracts attention as the next-generation network technology, as it can guarantee the 

high bandwidth and the transmission of time-sensitive data. Recently, automotive industry 

introduces automotive Ethernet [1]as their in-vehicle networking technology, and aerospace 

industry also uses Ethernet-based networking technology such as Avionics Full-Duplex 

Switched Ethernet (AFDX) to reduce networking cost within an airplane.  

The original approach of Ethernet [2] has the advantages of simplicity and zero-

configurability, but there are security vulnerabilities [3] such as intrusion and man-in-the-

middle attacks. In order to solve these problem, IEEE Std 802.1AE [4] has been release for 

Local and Metropolitan Area Networks. Also, IEEE Std 802.1X introduces the authentication 

and key management (AKM) mechanism for IEEE Std 802.1AE. These MAC security 

standards are referred to as MACsec. It guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of all frames 

on an Ethernet link, but it has the limitation that its security scope is only valid on a single LAN.  

In this paper, we propose a virtual secure link over Software-Defined Bridged Networks 

(SDBN) for end-to-end secure communication. The proposed scheme adopts the SDN concept 
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so that the central MACsec module, running over the SDN controller, delegates the 

Authentication and Key Management (AKM) procedure of all bridges. In addition, the MACsec 

KaY module over the SDN controller installs a session key for the end devices. It also instructs 

the SDN controller to install forwarding rules at switches, which are used to connects end 

devices to establish connectivity. As a result, authenticated members of the group look like they 

are attached to a shared media LAN. We call the shared media LAN as the virtual secure link. 

By delegating some of the complex mutual authentication processes to the central SDN 

controller, it could expand the security scope of the Ethernet link. It enables more secure data 

transmission in IoT environments that transmit sensitive sensing data. 

 

2.  Related Work 

IEEE Std 802.1AE [4], also referred to as Media Access Control Security (MACsec), is the 

IEEE MAC Security standard for secure communication between devices on Ethernet. The 

confidentiality and integrity of all traffic on the Ethernet link can be guaranteed by the MACsec. 

However, the MACsec cryptographically protects frames based on a hop-by-hop rather than an 

end-to-end basis. When a bridge receives an encrypted frame, it should decrypt the frame and 

re-encrypt the frame whenever it forwards this frame to another link 

A Connectivity Association (CA) between MACsec devices within a LAN in bridged 

networks should be established to open bridge port at which it is connected. The CA is 

established via the mutual authentication protocol. IEEE Std 802.1X [5] defines the port-based 

authentication procedure for this purpose. IEEE Std 802.1X defines the MACsec Key 

Agreement (KaY) module, which establishes the Connectivity Association (CA) if the end-

device is authentic. The KaY uses the MACsec Key Agreement (MKA) protocol [5] to 

communicate with each other. 

 
3. Virtual Secure Link over Software Defined Bridged Network (SDBN) 

 A set of devices, which are attached at different LANs within bridged networks, are grouped 

in a virtual link in the proposed scheme.  

 

3.1. End Device 

End-devices refer to the devices which are able to be connected bridged networks. It includes 

a PAE module. The PAE consists of a supplant and a KaY. The supplicant performs IEEE 

802.1X authentication for the device, and the KaY performs the MACsec key management 

(AKM) procedure. The PAE module uses the EAPOL messages during IEEE 802.1X AKM 

procedure. A MAC Security Entity (SecY) is installed at the MAC layer over Ethernet. The 

SecY performs the security operation defined at IEEE 802.1AE. 

 
3.2. Openflow-enabled switches 

The proposed scheme assumes that bridges used at bridged networks are Openflow-enabled 

switches. Openflow-enabled switches forwards EAPOL messages between the attaching end-

device and the SDN controller, but blocks data packets from an end-device until the device is 

authenticated by the MACsec PAE over the SDN controller. Forwarding rules are installed by 

the SDN controller on behalf of the MACsec PAE when connectivity among members of a 

predefined device group is detected. 

 

3.3. MACsec PAE over the SDN Controller 
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The SDN controller [6][7] is able to run several control applications, and it may supply the 

network-related information such as the topology information of bridged network to its control 

applications. The SDN controller interacts with Openflow-enabled switches using the 

Openflow protocol. It installs forwarding rules into Openflow-enabled switches on behalf of 

control applications. We assume that the SDN controller uses the Link Layer Discovery 

Protocol (LLDP) [8] to discover the network topology and connectivity information between 

devices. For the MACsec authentication, the SDN controller should run the MACsec PAE, 

which consists of the IEEE 802.1X authenticator and the KaY. A policy database on the SDN 

controller stores the configurable authentication information. It also stores the predefined 

device group information. The predefined device group information describes which of the end-

devices should communicate directly via virtual secure links. The MACsec PAE may establish 

a virtual link dynamically. For example, the MSRP module may notify the KaY for a new point-

to-multipoint real-time multimedia stream. Then the KaY establishes a SA on a virtual link, at 

which the KaY, the "Talker", and "Listeners" are attached to the virtual link. As the number of 

Listeners can be changed during the lifetime of the stream, the KaY changes the group key 

whenever a Listener joins at the stream or leaves the stream. 

 
4. The Proposed Authentication Procedure 

IEEE 802.1X authentication procedure is performed when an end-device is attached to an 

OpenFlow switch. IEEE 802.1X authenticator at the MACsec PAE over the SDN controller 

determines whether the attached end-device is allowed to connect to bridged networks. The 

KaY on the MACsec PAE over the SDN controller periodically broadcasts an EAPOL-

Announcement message. The EAPOL-Announcement message includes information such as 

access information, MACsec cipher suites, and Network Identifier (NID) of the Authentication 

Server (AS).  

 
  

Figure 1. The Proposed Authentication Procedure. 

When an end-device receives the EAPOL-Announcement message, its PAE determines 

whether it can authenticate via the AS advertised in the EAPOL-Announcement message. If so, 
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the supplicant of the PAE at the end-device initiates IEEE 802.1X AKM by sending the 

EAPOL-Start message to IEEE 802.1X authenticator at the MACsec PAE over the SDN 

controller. The supplicant, the authenticator, and the AS perform the authentication procedure 

described in IEEE 802.1X. If the authentication is successful, the supplicant and the 

authenticator have the Master Session Key (MSK). The supplicant and the authenticator notify 

their KaYs that the authentication is successful and supplies them the MSK. Figure 1 shows the 

proposed Authentication procedure. 

 
5. The Proposed MACsec Key Management Procedure 

 After the end-device is successfully authenticated, they start MACsec key management 

procedure. The KaY at the MACsec PAE over the SDN controller interacts the KaY in the PAE 

at the end-devices. Each KaY derives the CAK from the MSK and then Integrity Check Value 

Key (ICK) and Key Encrypting Key (KEK) from the CAK. With the derived ICK and KEK, 

the Key server, the KaY over the SDN controller, establishes two unidirectional point-to-

multipoint transmitting Secure Channels (SC). One for the attached device and the other for the 

Key server. The Key server derives the SAK for new SC and delivers it using EAPOL-MKA 

messages. The KaY over the SDN controller requests the information whether the newly 

authenticated device is belonging to any predefined device group and more than one device 

expects to attach to other authenticated devices. If so, the KaY establishes a SA for all 

authenticated devices of the group on the virtual link. It then installs the forwarding rules at 

switches required for connecting the member devices at bridged networks. The group SAK 

derivation follows the procedure described at IEEE Std 802.1X (section 6). Each KaY at an 

end-device receives the group SAK via an EAPOL-MKA message, then it installs the SAK in 

its SecY at the MAC layer on the interface. Figure 2 shows the MACsec key management 

procedure to establish a SA between two end-devices on a virtual link. 

 

  

Figure 2. The Proposed MACsec Key Management Procedure. 
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6. Experiments 

An experimental testbed is built to prove that the proposed scheme is applicable at the SDBN. 

The Open Network Operating System (ONOS) [9]is used as the SDN controller. Raspberry Pi 

3 Model B boards are used as the Openflow-enabled switches. They run Open vSwitches (OVSs) 

implemented in Linux Operating system. The OVS interacts with the ONOS SDN controller 

with the OpenFlow protocol version 1.3.2 [10]. The ICMP ping packet is encrypted by the SAK 

at the end devices and the encrypted frame cannot be decrypted by any node except two end-

devices. The receiving MACsec interface of end-device successfully decrypts the ping packet. 

Through the experimental results, we can confirm that the existing MACsec can be used for 

end-to-end secure communication. 

 
7. Conclusions 

The proposed virtual secure link over the Software-define bridged networks expands the 

security scope of the 802.1AE from hop-by-hop secure channel to end-to-end secure channel 

without any modification of the current standards (IEEE 802.1AE and IEEE 802.1X). We 

exploit the SDN concept which separates the user and control planes and provides the central 

control module on the SDN controller. As a result, the overall transmission delay of the frame 

could be decreased, and it could ensure more stringent end-to-end latency. The experimental 

results show that the proposed scheme is practical for end-to-end secure communication in 

bridged networks. 
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